
2023-3-23  World Geopolitical Situation 63-1,3 > 8 < 64
After Completion (63) > Holding Together - Alliance (8) < Before Completion (64)

Context: after world wide pandemic and now one year of military conflict in Ukraine,
the well coordinated leadership of a new Grand Alliance between Russia and China
has effected a series of significant geopolitical developments whilst Western nations

increasingly flounder both domestically and abroad.

Nuclear 64 Primary 63            Derived 8

䷿ ䷾ ䷇
IMAGE

Fire in Water, a stew simmering, storms above, conflagration below

JUDGMENT

A great task, more than a decade in the making, has come to fruition [#63], 
namely the formation of a symbiotic Alliance [#8] between Russia and China, the 
world's two largest countries by natural resources and industrial output 
respectively.  The end goal [#63] of this Grand Alliance is to create a multipolar, 
versus hegemonic unipolar, world order. Because the latter has been hampering 
their paths forward as mature 'civilization states' they are forming a multipolar
coalition of sovereign states [#8]. Of late many have begun to join in including 
Iran, Mexico, India, Saudi Arabia, various African states and more; indeed the 
#8 text warns that those who hesitate too long to do so may later regret it. 

After Completion #63's changing line 3 essentially cautions that before such 
completion is truly settled considerable time will be needed to conquer 'The 
Empire of Lies' during which Putin and Xi must indeed 'hold together' [#8] this 
multipolar coalition in what promises to be an epic, epoch-changing period.
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THE JUDGMENT (63) AFTER COMPLETION. 
Success in small matters. Perseverance furthers.

At the beginning good fortune, At the end disorder.   [Wilhelm]

The end is in sight but paying attention to the here and now, 'small matters' is vital even though the 
current task, establishing a multipolar world order, is no small matter.

Water over fire: the image of the condition in After Completion.
Thus the superior man takes thought of misfortune 

and arms himself against it in advance. [Wilhelm]

[Taoist Yi:]
Settlement is developmental, but it is minimized. It is beneficial to be correct. 

The beginning is auspicious, the end confused.

Settlement means the mutual completion of yin and yang: Being settled is the culmination of the mutual 
completion of yin and yang. As to the qualities of the hexagram, above is water a pitfall, and below is fire 
luminous. Using danger to nourish illumination, using illumination to guard against danger, 
understanding is born from difficulty and difficulty is passed through by understanding: As 
illumination and danger, understanding and difficulty, offset each other, this is called settled.

Changing Lines 1 & 3
L1 Braking the wheels; no blame. [Don't rush but do continue]
L3. Subduing the Demon Ghost; 3 years; avoid corrupt leaders.

Both changing lines are in the lower Trigram of Fire/Connection representing the inner dynamic 
between Russia and China, whilst the upper/outer Trigram of Water-Danger represents the wider World.
This inner Fire dynamic needs Earth/cooperation to balance it. This is what creates #8 which, 
appropriately, concerns alliances and leadership. To achieve #63's mission, #8 allies are needed.

Nine in the third place: The Illustrious Ancestor disciplines the Devil’s Country. 
After three years he conquers it. Inferior people must not be employed.

The situation described is as follows. After times of completion, when a new power has arisen and
everything within the country has been set in order, a period of colonial expansion almost inevitably
follows. Then as a rule long-drawn-out struggles must be reckoned with. For this reason, a correct
colonial policy is especially important. The territory won at such bitter cost must not be regarded as an
almshouse for people who in one way or another have made themselves impossible at home, but who
are thought to be quite good enough for the colonies. Such a policy ruins at the outset any chance of 
success. This holds true in small as well as in large matters, because it is not only rising states that carry 
on a colonial policy; the urge to expand, with its accompanying dangers, is part and parcel of every 
ambitious undertaking. [Wilhelm] 

Once a process is nearing fruition one must not rest on one's laurels but pay close attention to details. 
What has been achieved thus far is significant but there is still work to be done. Line 1 presents the 
notion of applying the brakes versus giving into heady exultation after initial success whereas Line 3 
predicts the Alliance will be at war for 'three years.' This may or may not be a 'colonial' exercise per se, 
but since 'Ukraine' means 'borderland' in Russian and new oblasts are being accumulated by 
referendum, that's pretty close considering the lines were composed several thousand years ago!
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Trigrams

Below/Inner: Fire: Mutual connection-alliance, symbiosis, insight
*Unbalanced: Inflamed, fickle, destructive

Below Derived Earth: Societies, nurturing, yielding, joining nations

Above/Outer: Water: Great Danger, Great Work, fulfilling destiny
Above Derived Water Working around obstacles to destined end

Nuclear Below Water: Depth, turmoil, heavy matters, destructive emotions, 
Baoti Lower Wind: Scattered, discursive, careless, inconsistent, not methodical
Nuclear Above  Fire: Inner wisdom, illumination, shining example, fires
Baoti Upper Thunder: Impatience, immaturity, reckless revolution

Heaven Earth Man

Heaven: Joyful Danger Metal > Water Young Yang 47 Oppression
Man: Flowing Insight Water - Fire Young Yang 64 Before End
Earth: Thundering Fire Wood - Fire Young Yang 21 Biting 

Notes 
Heaven Earth Man: all three are young yang, denoting promise, beginnings, growth, impetus. 
Heaven is Oppression #47 involving Lake (Joy) and Water or Chasm (danger). Some sense of facing a  
decidedly oppressive situation with determination: 'staking one's life on following one's will.'
Earth is Biting Through #21 involving Thunder and Fire indicating a time of conflict and resolutions.
Man is Before Completion #64. Man's joins Heaven and Earth in this case 63's fruition involving Water 
and Fire. Fire brings water to a boil making tea or evaporating it altogether. Water can snuff out Fire. 

Fire in Hexagram #63: fire depends on fuel like China and Russia depend upon each other to thrive.

The Derived Hexagram #8 Union text recommends a second consultation: 

Holding Together brings good fortune. Inquire of the oracle once again whether [the leaders]
possess sublimity, constancy, and perseverance; then there is no blame. Those who are uncertain

gradually join; whoever comes too late meets with misfortune. [Wilhelm] 

Usually, one would not do so since this is the Derived, not Primary, Hexagram but given the query is 
about a world-changing Alliance and #8 relates so directly to that query it seemed appropriate, nay 
irresistible, to proceed with a second cast yielding Hexagram #21 as in Earth above (derived from the 
two bottom lines, the two top and two middle lines forming Heaven and Man hexagrams respectively).
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Second Cast:  Biting Through  (21) <  Obstacles (39)
Nuclear 39    Primary 21                       

䷦ ䷔
IMAGE

 Thunder and lightning: The image of Biting Through.
Thus the kings of former times made firm the laws through clearly

defined penalties. [Wilhelm]

JUDGMENT

No changing lines means no imbalances. The key dynamic is straightforward: 
Biting Through Obstructions with determination and vigour. The internal process
in 'Nuclear' #39 involves inner Keeping Still-Mountain  in the face of any outer ☶
danger or turmoil . Biting Through depicts the Alliance moving forward  as ☵ ☳
one with inner resolve whilst outwardly blazing wisdom and compassion  to the ☲
wider world 'which has success.' Just as Thunder and Lightning are twin 
manifestations of the same phenomenon, so Wisdom and Danger (Good and Evil) 
are unified as one in Cutting Through.

The #39 text advises retreat  when encountering too dangerous a ravine or ☶
pitfall  indicating that things won't always go smoothly, perhaps even within the ☵
Alliance. Moreover given Line 3 of #63, military conflict will continue for a 
considerable length of time. Thus Putin and Xi, the two principal leaders in the 
Alliance, must manifest the requisite fortitude and solidarity to stay the course, 
in order to stop, by force where necessary, the West/NATO axis from violating 
other states' sovereignty and security as they have been doing for decades now. 

None of this will be easy but nothing about #21 Biting Through ever is. Both casts 
indicate positive outcomes though not without difficulties. Of course, there are 
never any guarantees. If the Alliance fails to Bite Through no matter what 
obstacles present, they may fail entirely even though their Grand Alliance [#63] is 
at this point accomplished. But if they persevere with Cutting Through, success is 
assured for the Yi indicates they have what it takes but can only realize their 
ultimate aim by being uncompromisingly resolute. The time for negotiating with 
'agreement-incapable' partners has past!
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THE JUDGMENT (21)
BITING THROUGH [DISCERNMENT] has success.
It is favourable to let justice be administered. 

Discernment means literally "union by gnawing." The figure consists of undivided lines in the top, bottom 
and fourth places -- giving the image of open jaws with something in them "being gnawed." When the object
has been bitten through, the upper and lower jaws come together in union -- hence: "Union by gnawing." 
Remove the obstacles to union and high and low will meet together in understanding. The force exerted by 
gnawing suggests the idea of legal [or military] constraints. [Gnawing is like grinding, as the Donbass 
operations are generally described.]
The equal division of the dynamic and magnetic [yang and yin] lines is seen by taking them in pairs, 
though the order of the first pair is different from the other two. The magnetic fifth line is the ruler of the 
hexagram, indicating that Judgment [and/or military action] is tempered by leniency [yin].
Ch'eng-tzu says that thunder  and lightning  are always found together ☳ ☲ [two sides of same coin] hence 
their trigrams combine to give the idea of union intended in Discernment: one trigram symbolizing 
majesty and the other intelligence. [Legge] 

THE IMAGE
Thunder and lightning: the image of BITING THROUGH.

Thus the kings of former times made firm the laws
Through clearly defined penalties. [Wilhelm]

Trigrams

Below/Inner: Thunder: Impact, change, advance, shock, marching, 'majesty'
Above/Outer: Fire: Warmth, insight, connection, armour, 'intelligence'
Nuclear Below Mountain: Inner stillness, calm, restraint, stopping, dignity,
Baoti Lower Fire: Overly attached to self image and identity over heart connection
Nuclear Above Water: Outer turmoil, heavy matters, great work, achieving goals
Baoti Upper Fire: Valuing superficial over profound values

Notes 
• No changing lines so no imbalances: The Xi-Putin Alliance holds together [#8] well. 
• Both baotis (inner obstacles) are Fire: over-valuing image over substance - not good for Leaders who 

must hold to core principles whilst ignoring slime-and-muck incoming from enemy propaganda,.
• The #21 commentary describes its dynamic as 'Union by gnawing' which easily ('Yi') relates to the 

previous Hexagram #8 Union/Alliance, such clear synchronicity lending weight to the augury and 
further suggesting that this Grand Alliance leadership headed up by Putin and Xi possesses the 
needed character and good relations to realize their multipolar vision. However, this will only prove 
the case if their motivation is aligned with Heaven, ie what is real and good and thus beyond 
transactional  materialism measuring success by outcome alone, and often achieved by force. 

• There may be periods of holding back or outright retreat (#39). However, stern measures must be 
taken and for 'three years' meaning over a considerable period of time.

• Discernment: coming down on one side or another; making a final judgment.
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Afterword

On reviewing the above it may seem like the author has a strong bias towards the Russia-China Grand 
Alliance. Perhaps so, but to be fair the cast concerns its recent global initiatives culminating in the State 
Visit of Xi to Moscow last week. The Yi often mirrors the patterns of the present which in turn shed light 
on what the future might look like. A looming current event is Russia's Special Military Operation in 
Ukraine, a proxy war with NATO controlled by murky Western elites who have forced this conflict with 
the stated intent of effecting regime change and ideally also breaking Russia up into smaller nation 
states. Of course this is unacceptable to Russia so conflict in Eastern Ukraine became inevitable. Given 
this relatively clear and present dynamic it is hardly surprising that the Yi can provide a clear picture, 
namely: if Russia and China hold together (#8) their Grand Alliance formed patiently over many years 
(#63) they can Bite Through (#21) any obstacles (#39). #63 is After Completion indicating a key phase is 
over, but there is still more to do - there always is of course. This is so because the purpose of the 
Alliance is not just to make friends but to join together (#8) to resist the domination of the unipolar 
Western-controlled post-war model and supplant it with a new multipolar model based on mutual 
respect for all other states security and sovereignty as per already established and mutually pledged 
United Nations Charter principles. So now they have the Alliance, as this recent Head of State visit 
formally demonstrated, but they have yet to fully accomplish its principal goal, namely establishing a 
new multipolar world order, though with each passing month it seems to be steadily emerging.

That said, whether the promised multipolarity will protect sovereignty and security as claimed, or 
whether it will also breed corrupt, parasitical elites as has happened to nearly every Empire throughout 
history including now the US and the West, remains to be seen. This author has grave doubts because 
especially in the case of China their overarching outlook emphasizing modernization seems to be in 
lockstep with ubiquitous scientific, philosophical and political materialism. China is arguably the most 
dynamic capitalist country in the world with over 60% of her exports, for example, produced by 
Western-owned corporations operating on razor-thin Chinese profit margins in a more lenient 
regulatory environment. For now it seems that a corrupt hegemon ostensibly led by the United States 
Government (which of course itself has been captured) has gone too far and so must be resisted. 

Any future problems with any subsequent geopolitical configurations will be part of a new and different
Hexagram 63 situation. For now we can simply say: "sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof."
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